We’re focused on one thing. To provide the best possible understanding of our planet. Leading the way, enabling organizations to make the right decisions, at the right time.
By using local drone operators we supply high-quality data, on demand. All through one single platform.

Delivered in "real-time", in a cost efficient and environmentally friendly way.

The world's first and largest drone data marketplace

8000+ operators in 134 countries
How it works

Solving data collection complexity with full transparency through our automated platform and marketplace. Easy. Just as it should be.

**Order data**
01
Select geographic zone, data product(s), and other industry-specific parameters.

**Operator match**
02
Matched instantly against local operators collecting the data.

**Data delivery**
03
Completed data sets accessed immediately, or through our API.
Client case
Arboair, Sweden
(for County Administrative Board)

Mapping bark beetle infested trees with AI

"Together with Globhe, we were able to deliver valuable information about where the spruce bark beetle infestations were in the forest to enable the right decision at the right time!"

Jacob Hjalmarsson, COO of Arboair
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Client case
UNCCD, Sahel region

Fighting desertification with high res data

- 8,000 km
- 250M tons
- 10M jobs

- Planting trees along the Great Green Wall AFRICA
- Of carbon sequestration By 2030
- In the Sahel region by 2030
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